Building this journal has been an incredible experience. However, the credit not only belongs to those who build the structure, but also to those who venture through our door. Similar to the folktale of Alice in Wonderland, where Alice ventured down the rabbit hole to experience an incredible world of discovery, this journal hopefully has led us all to a parallel adventure.

In the folk tale, Alice meets the Mad Hatter and encourages him to think of six impossible things before breakfast. This is a philosophy we might all benefit from in our daily clinical experiences.1)Never say "never."2)Never underestimate the value of a complete study.3)Keep open eyes and an open mind to find new connections for solving clinical problems using echocardiography.4)Jump outside of the plane (not really...think outside of the plane, the two-dimensional plane, that is).5)The value of a team; clinical plus imaging is essential for providing continuity of imaging. This also includes your CASE team. We are nothing without our global team of authors and reviewers to guide us through this journey!6)And remember, your case could be a CASE! Publish and share your experiences to help us all learn and grow.

We wish to express our deepest gratitude to all our ready and willing reviewers who have kept these ideals in mind. They have accepted your cases with open eyes and open minds providing valuable insight, critique, and timeliness to enable this entire process to happen.

Thank you everyone!
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